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Student Chart 2A: Vocabulary 
 
Follow along with your teacher to learn two new words from the story. Then work 
with a partner to write what the word means (its definition). Finally, write an 
example sentence. 
 

Vocabulary from Cinderella 
Word Definition (what it means) 
amazed 
asombrado 
 

 
 
 
 

Cinderella was amazed when her godmother turned a pumpkin, mice, rat, and 
lizards into a carriage and horses. 
Example Sentence: 
 
I am amazed by _______________________ because ___________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________. 

Word Definition (what it means) 
admire 
admirar 
 

 
 
 
 

Even the king and queen admired Cinderella’s beauty. 
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Example Sentence: 
 
I admire  ______________________________ because ___________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________. 

 
 
 
Student Chart 2B: First Reading 
 
Listen to your teacher and answer the questions.  
 
When your teacher tells you about a new word, check it off in your glossary. 
 
Glossary 
 
WORD/PHRASE DEFINITION PAGE  
appear begin to be seen 11  
fairy godmother a magical person in stories who helps people 11  
matter a problem or trouble 11  
stranger someone you don’t know 11  
garden pot something used to grow plants in 12  
odd strange 12  
pumpkin a large, orange type of vegetable 12  
trap something used for catching animals 12  
emerald green a very bright green 13  
handsome attractive and healthy looking 13  
in a flash all of a sudden 13  
jaunty happy looking 13  
magic words special words used in stories that make surprising 

things happen  
13 

 

mustache hair above a man’s lip 13  
portly fat 13  
grace adds beauty to something 14  
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WORD/PHRASE DEFINITION PAGE  
midnight the middle of the night 14  
slippers shoes 14  
stroke of twelve another phrase for the middle of the night 14  
tiny very small 14  
turn back go back to the way it was 14  
vanish disappear or go away 14  
arrive come to a place 15  
charming pleasant or attractive 15  
greet say hello 15  
rush move very fast 15  
unknown someone you haven’t met before 15  
copy make something look exactly like something else 16  
study look at something very carefully 16  
astounding something that surprises or amazes people 17  
enchant make someone feel happy 17  
serve give food to someone 17  
smitten be in love with someone 17  
curtsy an old-fashioned way of bowing to show respect to 

someone 
18 

 

pay attention listen to someone carefully 18  
suddenly happens very fast 18  
filthy very dirty 19  
lend let someone use something for a while 19  
pretend act in a way to make people believe something 19  
secret something that other people don’t know 19  
yawn opening your mouth wide when you are tired 19  
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Student Chart 2C: Second Reading 
 
Work with a partner to answer the questions about the book. 
 

Page 11-13 Questions 

1. Based on her words and actions, what kind of person is Cinderella’s fairy godmother? 

She is _______________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________. 

 
 

Page 14 Questions 

2. What does “stroke of twelve mean”? How do you know? 

“Stroke of twelve” means _____________________________________________________. 

I know this because __________________________________________________________. 

 
 

Page 15-16 Questions 

3. What impact, or effect, did Cinderella have when she arrived at the ball? 

When Cinderella arrived at the ball, the prince ____________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________. 

The ladies ___________________________________________________________________. 

And the king and queen _______________________________________________________. 
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Page 17 Questions 

4. What additional words does the author use to emphasize that Cinderella is attractive? 

The author uses words like _____________________________________________________ 

________________________________________ to emphasize that Cinderella is attractive. 

 
 

Page 18 Questions 

5. What does the author want to show us about Cinderella on page 18? 

That author wants to show that Cinderella ______________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________. 

 
 

Page 19 Questions 

6. Cinderella’s stepsisters are mean to her again when they get home from the ball, but 

her reaction is different this time. Why? 

Cinderella is not upset this time because _________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________. 

 
 


